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When making the Safari blouse from 02/2011 issue, I was sure that I’ll wear its sleeves right in the way it’s
shown in the magazine. This casual style is so comfort and sometimes is the only nice way. We also can
make it quite neat and even elegant if to hide our sleeve seams. Of course, you can you use for any other
project:) I made several pictures: I guess it helps more than my words.

Step 1 — 1. Define how you want to wear your sleeves.

Do it with the help a pin or mark with a piece of chalk.
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Step 2 — 2. Mark the spot of changing your seams.

Lay your sleeve on the table and unpick the basting.

Step 3 — 3. First part of the seam (wrong side of the sleeve.

On the wrong side cut a mark - as close to the seam as possible right by your chalked line. And sew the seam
on the wrong side to that mark.

Step 4 — 4. Second part of the seam - right side of the sleeve.
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Now remove your sleeve to the right side and sew the rest of the seam from the mark to the bottom.

Step 5 — 5. Process the bottom

Here you see the wrong side of the sleeve after processing the sleeve's hem. Don't forget to make zig-zag
along the cut mark.

Step 6 — 6. Neat sleeve's face.

Here you see the right side of your sleeve.
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Step 7 — 7. Rolling Up

Now you can only be proud with the result of your work and neat look of your sleeve.
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